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Traditional Methodologies 

• Traditional methodologies for measuring 
the cost impact of disruptions are much 
like those for measurement of delay prior 
to the advent of CPM. 

• Often, a blunderbuss of alleged causative 
factors (deemed the responsibility of the 
“other” side) leading to disruptions is fired 
against a chart indicating planned versus 
actual costs. 



Measured Mile

• The "measured mile" approach to isolating 
the disruption costs of acceleration is 
generally accepted by the courts as being 
a reasonable way of determining the 
damages incurred over and above those 
which should have been expected. 

Dwight A. Zink in April 1986 edition of the AACE journal Cost Engineering



Measured Mile

• The most appropriate use of a measured 
mile comparison ... assumes that the 
contractor has already proven, by other 
means, that owner-liability exists (e.g., 
formal or constructive change orders), that 
the type of damage being alleged actually 
occurred.

• Liability - Causation - Damage

Michael Finke, PE, in December 1998 edition of the AACE Cost Engineering



Measured Mile

• Measured Mile akin to a claim in tort
• Responsibility – Causation – Damages 

Who planted that 
@#$#@ tree here?

Car accident in Northtown 
Slip & Fall in Southtown Who me?



Measured Mile

• The second most important consideration 
in performing a measured mile analysis is 
the level of detail of which both worker 
hours and work progress are tracked. 

Glen R. Palmer, PSP, in December 2008 Transactions CDR.05  



Measured Mile - The Expert 
Takes Center Stage

Courts Scrutinize The Expert - Your Credibility Is On The Line.  As explained by 
the Court of Federal Claims:

"Contract Boards have accepted the Measured Mile method on occasion. We 
assume that a finder of fact faced with such a method of estimating damages 
would want to have confidence in the experts’ ability and objectivity. A court 
would be particularly concerned to know how the experts picked periods of 
productive and non-productive construction for comparison. We did not have such 
a level of confidence in plaintiff’s experts. Cross examination showed their 
choices of productive and non-productive periods to be arbitrary at best. More 
likely, they were chosen to achieve a pre-determined result."

Daewoo Engineering and Const. Co., Ltd. v. US, 73 Fed. Cl. 547, 580-81 (2006)
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Measured Mile - Must Compare 
Equivalent Types of Work

PW Const., Inc., v. US, 53 Fed. Appx. 555, 557 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (court vacates 
award for lost productivity claim finding contractor's expert incorrectly calculated 
lost productivity claim under measured mile method where rates used did not 
compare equivalent types of work)

But work is not required to be exactly the same.  Productivity calculations are not 
subject to "absolute exactness" and type of work in both periods need only be 
"reasonably alike."  Clark Concrete Contractors, Inc. GSBCA No. 14340, 1999 
WL 143977.

Many federal cases approve use of a proper measured mile analysis but the expert 
must have the tools needed to properly prepare this analysis, including sufficient 
records and periods of comparable impacted and unimpacted work.  
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Measured Mile – Too Many  
Impacts

In re Electric Machinery Enterprises, Inc., 416 BR 801, 853-54 (Bkrtcy M.D. 
Fla. 2009) ("Moreover, while a measured mile analysis is inherently difficult to 
perform on electrical work, the difficulty is compounded on a project such as this 
one where the contractor experienced multiple different impacts. Segregating the 
damages for each discrete impact on the Project was impractical if not 
impossible.  Accordingly, the Court concludes that the measured mile analysis 
cannot be used in this case to calculate EME's damages.")
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Today’s Problem
• Roadway between two towns
• Two sections - Two contracts - Two contractors
• Each with Greenfield and old congested urban scope
• Each disrupted by changes and unanticipated conditions
• Plotnick represents contractor on OneTown project
• Carson represents contractor on TwoTown project
• Compare and contrast presentations



Voir Dire
Is the “Expert” competent to testify?



Direct Examination 
Testimony for the Contractor



Fred’s Testimony

• Doing well except for issues not our fault
• PIPE $/1000 LF v $/2 miles (~10,000 LF)
• PAVING $/1000 LF v $/2 miles (~10,000 LF)

• Pay us



Cross-Examination



Cross Examination of Fred

• Job from March 2012 to March 2013?
• Job labor agreement $$ raise in December?
• Only 1000 LF not impacted by issues?
• Only 500 LF Pipe / 300 LF Paving in Measured Mile baseline?
• Performance MAR-MAY JUN JUL-OCT NOV-MAR?
• Pipe is pipe? Paving is paving?
• What part of “hand excavate only” not understood?



Example Basis of Disruption Event?



3.6.1 Utility Locations

Prior to digging, the appropriate digging permit must be obtained. All underground utilities in the work area must be 
positively identified by a private utility locating service in addition to any station locating service and coordinated with the 
station utility department. Any markings made during the utility investigation must be maintained throughout the contract.

3.6.2 Utility Location Verification

The Contractor must physically verify underground utility locations by hand digging using wood or fiberglass handled 
tools when any adjacent construction work is expected to come within three feet of the underground system. Digging 
within 0.061 m (2 feet) of a known utility must not be performed by means of mechanical equipment; hand digging shall be 
used. If construction is parallel to an existing utility the utility shall be exposed by hand digging every 30.5 m (100 feet) if 
parallel within 1.5 m (5 feet) of the excavation.





Voir Dire
Is the “Expert” competent to testify?



Direct Examination 
Testimony for the Contractor



Chris’s Testimony

• Range of good performance while not impacted
• Basis of RESPONSIBILITY and CAUSATION

• Calculation of DAMAGES

• Demonstrated lower performance while impacted
• PIPE ___ mhrs/LF for 8234 LF v ___ mhrs/LF for 3825 LF greenfield
• PIPE ___ mhrs/LF for 8234 LF v ___ mhrs/LF for 3825 LF urban w/ legacy
• PAVING ___ mhrs/LF for 8234 LF v ___ mhrs/LF for 3825 LF flat runs
• PAVING ___ mhrs/LF for 8234 LF v ___ mhrs/LF for 3825 LF path & fill

• Adjustments made for seasonal productivity



Cross-Examination



Re-Direct 
Examination



Closing Arguments



Decision Time
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Questions?
• Hon. John M. Marshall

• jmmvmi65@aol.com
• 214-361-1107  

• Jeffrey B. Kirzner, Esq.
• jkirzner@jonesday.com
• 949-553-7533

• Steven Bennett , Esq.
• scbennett@jonesday.com
• 212-326-3795  

• Chris Carson, PSP, CCM, PMP
• Chris.Carson@arcadis-us.com
• 757-342-5524  

• Fredric L. Plotnick, Ph.D., Esq., P.E.
• fplotnick@fplotnick.com
• 215-885-3733
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